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Channeling of Angelic and
Archangelic Realms

Greetings,
You have been invited to a session of healing and
channeling. A 3-4 hour immersion into a divine energy
field, a familiar energy to humanity for thousands of
years. Asil (the host) has been channeling for the
purposes of healing, divine intervention and delivering
timeless wisdom through the guides.
www.asiltoksal.com
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facebook.com/asiltoksal

Europe Tour July 1-22,
2018, with sessions in
Hungary, Italy, Spain
and UK.
Please see the last page for all
details. or on our website: http://
www.asiltoksal.com/events
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About Asil
Four years ago, Asil experienced a deep spiritual transformation, in which he
connected to the channeled guides. At that point he was not aware they are of
the angelic realms. The intensity of this experience left him in a state of bliss and
questioning all aspects of life, setting a milestone in his current phase of life. He
was given a choice to work with the guides from a blank slate, which would
require him to let go of any past traditions, rituals, healing methods, dogma, and
teachers that he had learned. So he decided to travel and spend time in as much
quiet contemplation as possible, as the guides were adjusting his system
physically and energetically. All these changes physical and energetic in nature
happened, so the guides could work through him,
without negatively impacting his system with the
high energy that passes through, as Asil channels.

Asil has been on the spiritual path and working with
healing methodologies for more than 18 years,
during this time also serving as a CEO and
corporate executive in the traditional structures of
society. All aspects of his past have contributed to
who he is today.
Much surrender, sacrifice and devotion have
brought Asil to the place where he now serves the divine, so that the divine forces
of creation can serve humanity through him as an instrument.
Asil has received the explicit instructions and authorization of the guides to serve
as a channel and healer, travel around the world and deliver this work to as
many people as possible. Asil has since then travelled and offered this divine
opening in many cities in the US, Europe, Asia and Middle East.
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Who is this session for?
All ages, all religions, all colors, all genders are welcome to receive. The very
young can be challenged by the nature of being quiet for a long period of time.
For some of those that are too weak or challenged to come in person, we will
keep them in our hearts and prayers as the session
unfolds. At this point we also cannot receive our
loyal pet and animal friends.
Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual healings
have been witnessed and received in these sessions.
The nature of this work does not carry any dogma,
belief system or any specific practice.

How much is the session?
The big group sessions are free and accessible to
everyone. By its nature this work is unconditional in
this setting. There are though many costs involved
to create an event of this kind, including venue, transportation, etc. We are highly
dependent on donations and contributions from participants and individual
sponsors. We never expect but are always receiving in appreciation and deep
gratitude your contributions. Our suggested donation ranges are adjusted at
every venue and city we visit.

What should I bring to the session? What should I
wear?
We would love to see you in white clothing if you can. Bright colors also welcome.
Please avoid wearing black.
If you have a mat, blanket, cushion, meditation pillow etc. please bring those
along so that you are comfortable during the session.
If you have spiritual objects of personal connection please bring them along.
Photos of loved ones are also welcome.
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What to expect?
Asil will be channeling over a period of 2-3 hours angelic and archangelic
beings. In this timeframe, there will be times of silence and quiet contemplation,
energy healing (“hands-on” and “hands-off”) and spoken channeling.
You are invited to come with an open mind and
heart, and ready to give permission to be worked
on for healing and growth. We recommend that
you open to the energy that is brought into the
room with intent, prayer and spirit.
It is suggested to experience the event sitting and
in a meditative state, while a regular meditation
practice is not a prerequisite. We understand that
some need to lie down, may even fall asleep. We
will only wake you up if you are snoring. :-)
We ask that you free yourself of any
responsibilities for the timeframe of the session, so that you can be fully
present. Turn off your phone during the entire session.
No food, photography or video is allowed during the session.

How to prepare?
Any existing spiritual practice (meditations, prayers, yoga, etc.) is good to
intensify as you prepare for the session. Aligning your intention for yourself and
your loved ones. Quieting your mind and heart, so this experience can serve
you in the deepest way.

✴

Days before: Some people begin to experience early signs of divine help
before the session- pay attention & take note. Some early signs that have
been reported are light-headedness, vivid dreams, headaches, high pitch
sounds, etc. Please no alcohol, drugs or medications (that you can safely
skip). Please let us know if you have any difficult sickness of a physical or

✴

spiritual kind.
Night before: Try to get a good night sleep. Skip the party, socializing,
intense movies and set an intention before you go to bed for the next day’s
session.

✴

Day of: Eat healthy nutritional food. Try to skip lunch so that you fast for a
few hours before the session. It helps to be light in the body.
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What happens during the session?
In the beginning a quick introduction and any
comments/concerns will be addressed.
Starting phase:
It takes Asil about 15-30 minutes to get into a trance
state. This is the preparation phase of his energy
and physical body to hold the high energy of high
consciousness realms. He will go through shaking,
and breathing as well as autonomous hand/arm
movements.
The healing part:
After this state the first channeled healers and angels will start working in the
room, some through Asil’s body and some directly through the etherial realm.
Some participants feel a sensation of peace or sleepiness during this phase.
Often an Archangel will also enter at this point to
perform the healing, it may or may not announce
itself verbally to the group. Asil will be often guided
to walk around and work on individuals hands-on.
Once the healing is complete, the healing spirit/
angel will often thank for your participation and
may give instructions.
The spoken channeling:
At this point a channeled being (often Emmanuel)
will connect with Asil and speak through him to the
group present in the room. He will first offer wisdom, and may later open the
space for questions that participants may have. He will then finish the session
and the channeled beings will leave the space, while the healing energy stays for
some time.
Closing:
During this time as Asil’s consciousness starts to return to the forefront, he will
answers as himself any other open questions participants may have, and team
members may give you instructions for the next couple of days.
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What kind of questions can be asked to the
channeled being during the Q&A?
In a big group session, the channeled beings will not
answer personal questions directly, e.g. what your
purpose is, if you should leave your job, or marry
your partner. The channeled being will also not
answer questions that regard the future, your
personal future or the future of humanity directly.
We suggest to ask open ended questions and not
“yes, no” questions. Please stick to one question per
person until there is space for more questions. We
ask you to pose short questions and not fill this
sacred time with long personal stories. We have
small group events for these kind of questions/requests.
We have assembled a list of frequently asked questions that have been
answered in the past by the channel, this will offer more perspective on what to
ask. (Link: working on it…)

What happens to Asil during the channeling? Where
is his consciousness?
Asil is in a trance state and an observer in his own
body during the channeling, yet aware and also in
conversation with the beings connecting to him, as
he is channeling them.
During the channeling period Asil is aware of the
room, and the participants. His movements are all
autonomous, except when he is guided to walk to
specific individuals for hands-on healing. He
remembers about half of the spoken channeling.

How to integrate after the session?
First and foremost we recommend that you have no other plans on the same
day after the session. Eat light afterwards, rest and sleep. Also the day after it is
recommended to sleep, as your body is catching up with the changes and the
potential interventions conducted in the session. We have created a list of
potential symptoms and suggested activities for the days after and continued
connection with the guides.
More information: http://tiny.cc/pscare
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July 2018 - Tour in Europe
Hungary > Budapest
July 1: Budapest
Anahita Yoga Center
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/healing-channeling-tour-budapesttickets-47553292177
July 3: Budapest
Private Event
July 5: Budapest
Private Event
Italy > Florence
July 8: Tuscany
Private Event
July 9: Florence
Tasso Hostel
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/healing-channeling-tour-florencetickets-47597316856
Spain > Ibiza
July 11: Ibiza
Close to Sant Antoni di Portmani
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/healing-channeling-tour-ibizatickets-47599088154
UK > London:
July 14th: London (Dalston)
Masjid Ramadan Mosque
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/healing-channeling-tour-londontickets-47708407130
Additional dates and locations for London July 2018 to be revealed very soon.
Please stay tuned through the website.

http://www.asiltoksal.com/events
All large group events are donation based.
Due to limited seats in small gathering have an assigned cost per seat.
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